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is realized.
a graphical
Application

overview on

The requirements for analog 110 cards are drafted. After that,
the cards are developed. These I/O cards are used in the Pepperl
& Fuchs FSe-system (FSC= Fail Save Control).

FaiJ safe means, that a defined safe steady state must be entered
if thNe is any defect. We do this by fully testing all used
components every testcyclus. This means that redundant hardware
is ~dded 10 realize these test.

One of the results of the investigation was the specification of
Ille ~l qod thlR for the testsoftware. Thi s testsoftware has been
written by an other member of the development group.

~Ildlc tcstirlq the card in the FSC-system, it appears that special
attention had to be paid to a good shielding. Hereafter the
an2Jog cards operate as expected.
In the FSC-system software a PID control loop
Irlfornlation (e.g. parallleters and information for
overview) can be exchanged with a personal computer.
soflware for the parameter input and for a graphical
lhe PC has been written.

rall5Ch, H; AHALOBE I/O INTERFACE
Afstudeerverslag,
Vakgroep Meet- en Regeltechniek
Eindhoven, April 1988.

VOOR HET FSC-SYSTEEM

ER, Technische Universiteit

testen van de kaarten in het FSC-systeem is
aandacht dient te worden besteed aan een gcede

De ontwerpcriteria voor de analoge I/O kaarten ZlJn opgesteld.
Daarna ZlJn de kaarten ontwikkeld. Deze I/O kaarten kunnen
toegepast worden in het FSC-systeem van Pepperl & Fuchs.

Fail safe wil zeggen, dat een gedefinieerde veilige status moet
~Iordcn iflgegdOfI, wanneer £len defect optreedt. Wij doen dit door
aIle gebruikte componenten eens per testcyclus volledig te
teslen. Oil betekent, dOlt redundante hardware moet worden
toegevoegd om deze tests uit te voeren.

Een vall de resultaten van het onderzoek was het specificeren van
het algoritme voar de testsoftware. Oeze software is door een
call E!ga vall de ontwi kkel af del i ng geschreven.

Gedureode het
geblekcrl, dat
llIassa.
Uaarna werken de kaarten als verwicht.

In de FSC systeem software is een PIO regelfunctie gerealizeerd.
Deze regelfuncties kunnen informatie (b.v. para.eters en
meetwaarden) uitwisselen met de omgeving d.m.v. een personal
computer.
DE!rllalve is applikatiesoftware geschreven voor parameter invoer
en grafische representatie.
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The require~ents

that, the cards
in the Pepper I
Control).

for analog 110 tards .re ~ra~ted. After
are developed. These 110 t.r~s are used
~ Fuchs FSC-system (FSC= Fail Save

it appears
to a good

operate as

Fail safe Means, that a defined safe steady state mutt
be entered if there is any defect. We do this by fully
testing all used components every testcyclus. This leans
that redundant hardware i6 added to realize these te6t.

One of the results of the investigation Has the
specification of the algorith. for the testsoftware.
This testsoftware has been written by an other member of
the development group.

While testing the card in the FSC-5yste~,

that special attention had to be paid
shielding. Hereafter the analog cards
expected.
In the FSC-sY5te~ software a PIO control loop is
realized. Information (e.g. parameters and information
for a graphical overview) can be exchangtd with a
personal co.puter. Application software for the
para~eter input and for a graphical overview on the PC
has been written.
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION

As final project of my study at the Eindhoven University
of technology at the faculty of ~lectrical engineering,
a task is accomplished at a co~pany.

The company Pepperl ~ Fuchs NI., seated in's Hertogen
bosch is developing a fail safe control (FSC) Iystem.
This is a syste~ (mainly for the processindustry), which
is used when high de~ands on safety and/or availability
are required.

When I started, the basic concept of the FSC-Iystem Has
already specified. Some hardware was already realized,
but most of the modules had still to be developed.

This system requires a lot of different I/O modules.
Some of these modules are used to interface with analog
I/O signals.

For the analog input-module only a preliminary small
design was made and for the analog output-module nothing
was specified yet.

My first task HiS to draft the design criterion! for
hardware and software for an analog process interface
for the FSC-system family.

On the basis of these criterions hardware for these
modules was developed.

At last soae software is written for control loops to be
used in the FSC-system.



CHAPTER 21 TASK DESCRIPTION

The task description for the graduate project wal; The
draft of design criterions for hardware and software for
an analog process interface to be used in fail safe
control systems (FSC-systemsl.

This analog process interface must
general purpose FSC-configurations
redundant configurations.
Primarily the accent lust be pointed
operate in the safety-applications of

The coaches for this project arel

be usable in
as well as in

at its function to
FSC-systems.

Ir. E. Wormmeester (chief of hardware developmentl
Jr. A. Huers (projeetmanager FSCl.

The research is made within the proiectdepartment FSC.

Attention must be paid to:

1. Transmission of converted analog values to higher
ranked systellls.

2. Recepti on of analog values fro. higher ranked
systems.

3. Necessary and desirable control loops and the
configuration to realize these.
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CHAPTER 3. INTRODUCTION TO THE FBC BYBTEH

.3.1 INTRODUCTION

Ever since the proceisindustry originated, process
control systems have been required.
In the early days a simple on/off control system was
sufficient for the simple processes; nowadays ~ore

compleK control functions are required.
Due to the compleKity of processes, the require~ents of
quality and the efficiency, the .ize of the plant and
the environmental regulations, the need of adequate
process control has become essential.
Therefore ~any companie. have utilized a process control
concept which guarantees optimum safety and
availability.

In respect to safety, several levels of defence have
been definedl

- control by means of Integrated Control Systems
(ICS)!

- safeguarding by means of an independent "SAFETY
SYSTEM"!

- firefighting with an independent system.

The ICS receives the analog values of the process
instrumentation e.g. flow, pressure, temperature and
controls the process via analog control equipment e.g.
control valves.
Apart from these analog signals the IeS may receive many
digital signals for alarl and management purposes.

Totally independent fro~ these analog control loops the
process is watched by an independent safeguarding
system. This system receives the trip-signals frol the
process and shuts the process down via shutdown devices
e.g. shutdown valves. This system overrules the ICS
system if a dangerous situation occurs and will shutdown
a part of the process or the entire process.

The eKisting safety systems are based onl

electro.echanical devices;and/or
combined with electromechanical

.tate electronic syste.s;and/or
logit controllers cOlbined with

proven electrolechanical or solid state

- pneumatic and/or
- solid state

devices; and/or
- fail safe solid
- prograllable

conventional,
device ••
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These syste.s have proven to be icceptable for the
conventional process control and safety reQuire~ents;

nowadays and in the future more stringent regulations
are to be met.

The introduction and use of the integrated control
systems has increased the quantity and quality of
processinformation to the plantoperators. The VDU's in
the control rooms have become standard and the accuracy
of control has been upgraded.
In most applications the ICS is fully redundant in order
to increase the availability of control and therefore
the continuity of the production process.

The ICS have not been designed for safety operations and
thus cannot be classified as "safety systems", therefore
independent safeguarding systems are required.

In order to give the operators access to all
processinformation, the safety systems have been linked
to the ICS by ~eans of parallel interfacing. This
implies an extensive lID-capacity of the ICS. With
respect to the microprocessor based integrated control
systems it is obvious that data is exchanged via a
serial datal ink.
This however requires a microprocessor based safety
system with the reliability of the conventional 'proven'
safety systems.

Each component has a given failure-rate which cannot be
ignored. The failure rate of a system consisting of many
components has an exponential relation to the failure
rates of the individual components used.
A simple solid state system has a certain failure rate
and without special precautions and tests these systems
cannot be used for safety purposes.

One can imagine that a microprocessor based system, with
a very high number and density of hardware components
has a limited reliability too.
Although the microprocessor baled IYltems art co••only
used for control-applications with an acceptable
reliability, these systems may not be clalsified as
suitable for safety applications.
As stated before the safety system overrulel {he procels
control system if a dangerous situation occurs. This
implies that the availability of the safety system will
have impact on the availability of the production
facilities as well.
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.3.2 SAFETY.

S~fety is defined ~s: Avoid~nce of or protection
against, danger to life and limb, the environment and
property arising from failures.
During nor~al operation the process control sy.te~ ~ust

keep the process paraaeters within a b~ndl this band has
been defined during the design as 'oper~tional safe
status'.
If the control system is unable to .Iintain this
'operational safe status', the safety syste~ ~U5t bring
the process into another safe condition, which has been
defined as the 'non operational safe status'.

It is obvious that the safety system should h~ve ~n

availability as safety syste~ of 100i. to perfor. its
task or be sure to go in the 'non operational safe
status' if a failure occurs.
An availability of 100i. cannot be achieved due to the
remaining failure probability.
Therefore a 'fail to safe'-syste~ should be used.

There are two defined categories of intern~l failures.

- active failures (self-~nnouncing faults);
- passive failures (hidden faults).

The first category of failures is not dangerous as these
failures (in our system) will automatically lead to a
corrective action into the 'non operation~l safe status'
and will only affect the process availability. This is
not normal in control systems

Examples of active failures.

- loss of supply (system nor.ally energized);
- loss of clock-oscillator (shutdown via watch dog)/
- broken wire in input circuitry (N.C. and energized).
- all faults in input and output circuitries resulting

in a 'non operational s~fe-status' ~s:

- output amplifier stuck at 0
- input amplifier stuck at 0

The second category can affect the perfor.aQce of the
safety system, especially when a corrective action is
required. The~e failures affect only the d~gree of
safety and indirectly the availability.

9



Exa~ples of passive failuresl

- .alfunctioning (short circuit) of an output
amplifier, which is unable to shutdown (switch off)
that particular output in case of emergency;

- malfunctioning (short circuit) of input amplifier,
which cannot receive the logic '0' status of the
process input and therefore does not start the
corrective action for the system;

- corruption of internal data (me_ory, syste~ bus
etc.) which can lead to incorrect dangerous actionsl

The system itself should be able to test all circuitry
in order to eliminate the hidden failuresl special
hardware circuits are required and special software
routines are to be included in the system software.

Safety is given bYI

number of hidden failures
S = 1- ----------------------------

total number of failure.

The target for safety: S = 1.
This formula .ay seem strange. If we suppose an
extremely high number of failures, the result Swill
become almost 1. But one has to realize that a high
'total number of failures' compared to the 'number of
hidden failures' implies that there are many 'active
failures', This will automatically lead to the non
operational safe status.

10



'3.3 AVAILABILITY.

The availability A il the ability of In ite. to perforl
its intended function when required. The reliability il
the .ain factor for the iv.ilability.
If a failure occurs, the ti.e needed to repair the
system is essential for the availability calculation.

Mean Time Between Failure (HTBF)
A = ---------------------------------

MTBF + Mean Ti~e To Repair (MTTRl

The target for A: A = 1.

Due to the re~iining failure probability this target
cannot be achieved, especially not with a single channel
system. Duplication or triplication of hardware
(parallel configurationl can improve the availability.
Apart from these improvements on configurations, neKt
aspects have there impact as well:

- fault-diagnostics routinesl
- spare part control and availibilitYI
- training of operators and maintenance personnel;
- documentation etc.

11



'3.4 RELIABILITY.

Each component and system aodule has a limited
reliability or has a particular failure probability.
The reliability R(t) of a system reflects the
probability that the system can perform the function, it
has been designed for, during a stated period of tile.
When we assume an exponential failure function and
define the average probability per defined period of
time as lambda, the reliability becomes I

-lubda.t
R(tl = e

The commonly used figure is Mean Time Between Failure
(MTBFl, which is Illambda and which reflects the average
period of time between two failures.

The system reliability is reflected in the MTBF value of
the entire system which is the result of the calculated
MTBF values of the various modules using the following
equation:

MTBF(system)= -----------------------------------------
1

--------- + --------- + ----------- +
MTBF(SPN) MTBF(CPU) MTBF(OUT(n))

The reliability can be improved by:

- use of qualified co_ponents and production methods;
- burn-in procedures as soak tests;
- final inspection using sophisticated test equiplent;

The diagram below (figure 3.4.1) shows the typical
failure rate for a mechanical component.

II III

t~

Figure 3.4.11 Typical failure rate of a component

1= poor components wear-out;
II- operating live;

111= wear-out.
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.3.5 CONFIBURATION CONSTRAINTS,

A basic representation for eKplaining the safety and
availability aspects is the contactloop. Safety requires
a series-connection of two contacts and availability
requires a parallel connection of two contacts.

A 10
10

A loB : 0

10 10
B : 0

10

SAFETY AVAILABILITY

These basic configurations are in conflict, therefore it
is essential to define what is really nessecary for the
application.

If both safety and
si~plest applicable
configuration.

availability
configuration

are required, the
is the 2 out of 3

I
I

A 10 B 10 C 10 A 10 C 10
10 10 10 10 10

I I
I I

-----------
I

B 10 C 10 A 10 B 10 A :0 B 10
10 10 10 10 10 10

I II

-------------------- -------------------
I

2 OUT OF 3 CONF I BURATI ONS

Depending on the application one has to define
for 'safety' and/or 'availability'. Depend~ng

evaluation one has to choose the right
configuration.

13
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Th. F8C-IYlt.. il configurabl. in
configutationl.

FSC-lel

th. folloNing

This configuration can be used for applications of TUV
safety class 3, 4 and 5 [lit. 5l. It consists of a 1
channel system with extensive self tests and integrated
secondary means of de-energization. The FSC-101 system
can control the most extensive number of 1/0'5, both
digital and analogue.

FSC-1Be

In essence this system is a FSC-101 system with limited
110. The number of 110 is limited by the ~echanical

construction. This safety system occupiel cabinet Ipace
of only one piece 19" rackl the number of 110 modules
is maximum 14 pcs., e.g.:
7 pes. inputmodules = 112 inputs.
7 pcs. outputmodules = 56 outputs.
This means totally 168 110.
Built-in height is 4 HE = 178 mi.

FSC-1B2

Safety system for TUV-class 3, 4 and 5 application with
increased availability. The FSC-102 system has a double
central part and single 110. The redundant central part
increases the availability.

FSC-101R and FSC-100R

When high availability is required for safety
applications according TUV-class 3, the duplicated
version of the FSC-101 and FSC-100 configurations can be
used. The fully redundant systems run in parallel.

FSC-202

For TUV-class 2 safety applications two systems are
required., of which the outputs are configured in series
and the inputs are configured in parallel.

FSC-203

For TUV-class 2
for availability,
can be applied.
respect to safety

safety applications with high demandl
the 2 out-of-3 configuration, FSC-203
This system offers the optilul in

and availability.

14



The standard FSC-.odules, hardware and loftware, include
full self test facilities in order to detect possible
'hidden failures'. All .odules have been delioned
without relevant 'hidden failures'. Component failure
auto.atically leads to a corrective action so no datage
can occur or the component is tested periodically and
the malfunctioning will lead to corrective actions.

The main design constraint for the performance of a
safety system is:

Within the safety time of the process, the safety systel
must perform a self test and take the corrective actions
if necessary.
The nor.al control function of the safety systel (PLC)
must be performed within this safety time too.

As the safety time of processes is very short, alsumed
to be less than 1 sec., dedicated hardware and software
modules have to be used.
The self test can take a substantial percentage of the
available safety time.

5



.3.6 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FSC-BYBTEHI

The hardware ~odule5 are build on an European
size (100x160m~l instrument card. The width
frontpanel iSI

standard
of the

- I/O - modules 4 TEl
- CPU, MEM, WD, VBD and HBD modules 4 TE;
- SPN module (supply and DBMl B TE.
- COM module 4 or 8 TE, depending on configuration.

This i~plies that a ~axi~u~ of 21 I/O-~odules could be
used per standard 1/0-19 Inch rack. In our Iyste~, the
maximum number is 18 I/O ~odules per rack.
All cards in the I/O racks will be equiped with 32 pins
connectors according to DIN 41612 F.

A horizontal bus ~odule is on top of each I/O rack.
Each I/O module is connected to it via a flat cable.
This bussystem and the flat cables are covered by a
sheet steel cover which provides screening for this
databus. This cover plate is provided with a plastic
covered tagstrip on which the relevant process
tagnumbers can be listed.
Onto the rackconnector are fasteneds

- internal supply voltage 5VDC;
- internal control input for secondary means of de-

energization;
- external input and output connections.

These internal and external connections are clearly
separated; the connection of the internal supply voltage
via the back connector allows exchange of I/O cards
under live conditions.
The wiring techniques applied for the FSC-syltem can be
wire-wrap, termi-point or crimp-on snap-in.

The I/O-modules are connected to the central part via
the vertical bus driver module (VBDl and the horizontal
bus driver module (HBDl. The maximum number of HBD
modules connected to one VBD module is restricted to
ten. Each rack slot has its unique address code.
The FSC-system operates on 24 VDC supply vo~tage +301/
151..
The operating temperature range is between B - 60
degr.C.

16



Standard .odules to be used for
configurations\

various systell

The central part of each PLC consists of\

- SPN-modulel
- CPU-lIIodule:
- MEM-lIIodule:
- COM-modulel
- WD- module:
- VBD-.odulel
- GBUS-module:
- DBM-modulel

power supply 1II0duiel
central processor modulel
fIlelllOry fIOdule (optionalll
communication lodulel
watch dog module;
vertical bus driver lIIodule;
busprint G96, 16 bits databul.
diagnostics battery module.

Each I/O rack or extension rack consists of:

- HBD-module: horizontal bus driver module;
- HBUS-module: horizontal bus to I/O cards;
- I/O-modules (up to 181.

SPN-.odul fI

The supply voltage of the FSC-system is 24VDC,+30X/-15k
suitable to be supplied from the plant supply system
with battery back-up.
All internal voltages are provided by this power supply
module, which includes a galvanic isolation between
24VDC and the internal voltages 5VDC.

CPU-.odule.

This module contains the processor. It also provides a
maximum memory capacity of 128 k bytes EPROM and 64 k
bytes RAM with hardware cOlpare facility. The EPROM
contains the system program of the FSC - systelll. The
CPU-aodule can be equiped with a co-processor for
arithmatic calculations (mainly usable in analog
applications for calculations in controlloopsl.

The lelory card contains .elory circuits (RAM + EPROMI
f or I

- the application prograe (if neceslary);
- bufferl for input, output, lIIarkers, counters etc.

In order to be able to chick the correctness of the
.elllory within the defined procesl safety time the
following hardware modules are includedl

17



- duplication of meMory (nor.al and inverted storaQelJ
- data fro~ me~ory to syste~ bUI is checked by hardware

data-co~pare logic;

Co.~unication aodule.

The communication module will be used forI

- co~munication between PLC's within the choosen confi
guration;

- communication between master PLC and remote 110
capacitYI

- external communication with integrated control systems
and/or printers, VDU's i

- external communication with FSC-development system

For these functions the communication ~odule will
contain:

- 2 interfaces optional equiped for RS-232 or
This can be chosen galvanically isolated or
Current loop is another interface option.

RS-422.
nor~al.

The COM- card has its own processor and ~e~ory in order
to relieve the central processor and to offer optimum
support for the external equip~ent.

Due to the extensive memory capacity on this board, many
special features can be included software wise, e.g.:

- communication protocols : ~odbus

network protocols (X.251
- data acquisition visualisation.
- support of video display units (VDU's).

The interfaces are not galvanically isolated on the
standard module. Depending on the configuration and
requirements an isolating board can be added which will
increase the width of this .odule to B TE.

The watchdog is a three-channel timer cir~uit (that
needs to be triggered periodically by the CPU), MeMory
error handling circuitry etc. If the ti.e between two
re-activations elapses a certain ~axi~um value, the
output of the watchdog il de-activated, relulting in a
power down of all outputs.

In order to be
watchdog ~odule,

circuitry.

able to telt
it contains

18
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and
The

this

Verticil bu. driver and horizontal bu. driv.r.

The central part of the PLC is connected to the I/O via
the vertical bus driver cards which are located in the
central rack.
Each vertical bus driver module can support up to 10
horizontal bus driver ~odules. The verticil bus itself
is a prefabricated flat cable with the required number
of connectors which are to be linked to the horizontal
bus driver modules.
The horizontal bus driver module converts the vertical
bus signals to the horizontal bus, which is located on
the top of each I/O-rack.

I/O-aodul •••

The FSC-syste~ will be suitable for both digital
analog control functions with respect to safety.
priority is given to the digital I/O, therefore
chapter only descripes these cards.
Furthermore the system at this momemt is restricted to
24VOC inputs and outputs. In safety applications these
kind of signals can be expected, with respect to supply
and supply back-up facilities.

Digitil input aodule.

The standard input card has 16 channels.

Each card is connected to the horizontal bus via a flat
cable.
All inputs are 24VOC and norlally energized.
In the cardfront a LED-indication per channel is
provided.
Included in the circuitry is a gilvanically isolation
between each group of a inputs and the I/O sYltea
control logic. All inputs are tested within the 'safety
time' of the system for:

ability to receive logic level '0' and '1'
signalsl

- cross talk between inputs of the entire systel.

The electronic input circuitry il according 'fail to
safe' design; the re.aining circuitry is covered by the
.elftests.

19



Digital output .odult.

The standard
output card
galvanically
outputs) and

output .odule is a B channell digital
for 24 VDC, 10 Watts source signals with

isolation between the outputgroups (4
the horizontal bus control logic.

Each card is connected to the horizontal bUI via a flat
cable. In the cardfront a LED-indication per channel is
provided.
All outputs are tested within the 'safety time' of the
system fori

- ability to lower to a logic level '0' -signalJ
- cross talk between outputs of the entire system.



t3.7 DIAGNOSTICS ~ DBH

rhe FSC-syste~ checks its entire safety related I/O
[hardware Hithin the process safety time. Furthermore it
checks the correct functioning of its me.ory, watchdog
and central processor unit frequently. This illlplies that
full diagnostic data and results are available Hithin
the system as the system has to take corrective action
if a fault occurs. By means of data exchange with the
communication module these diagnostic results are
available to other systems.
This diagnostic data will help maintenance to repair the
systel quickly in order to reduce the dOHntime of the
systea. (low MTTR)

The following infor.ation "ill be listed (as long as the
error will permit this):

- type of module;
- location of module)
- process related tagnumbers for 1/0 failures)

Each failure message will be supported as much as
possible with a detailed description of the repair
procedure, which has to be executed step by step.
Apart from the failure diagnostics the following results
and state of tests are accessible using a VDU terminal
or a teletype printer:

- test of inputs;
- test of outputsl
- test of the entire bussystem VBD + HBD;
- test of watchdog module)
- test of memory moduleJ
- status of inputs, outputs, flag" tilers, counters;
- status of process data memory;

In a short code some information can be brought visible
by the DBM. The operator can see e. g. the state of a
module.
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CHAPTER 4. THE ANALOB INPUT-CARD

.4.1 SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE ANALOG INPUT-CARD

The requirements, the analog input-card has to meet,
arel
- There must be at least 4 analog-input-channell on one

input-card.
A com~on ground .ay be used.
An input must be able to have a 0-10 Volt inputrange.
It must have a 0(4)-29 mA current inputrange al well.
The card must have a complete galvanic isolation
between the analog inputs and the horizontal bus.
It must be applicable in a 2 out of 3 configuration
as well as in other configurations.
A 12 bit resolution AID-converter must be used.
The absolute accuracy must be at least 8 bit.
A fast data aquisition must be provided; ~aximum 50
microseconds to read the 4 analog channal ••
All relevant components used on the card .ust be
fully testable.
The whole circuit must be placed on one euro-card.

An optimum must be found between above-mentioned
requirements.
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4.2 THE EXISTING SITUATION

t4.2.1 DESCRIPTION

Arriving at Pepperl & Fuchs I found, that already an
analog inputchannel was designed. This was a circuit,
which converted the value of an analog signal into an 8
bit digital binary code. To save components at the COlt
of speed, a serial AID-converter was used. The
blockdiagram of this circuit is drawn in figure 4.2.1.

CODED

osC I---<r---~ COUN1ER

SIPO JUfTER PARALLEL
DATA

Figure 4.2.1: Blockdiagram of the existing circuit.

The circuit operates in the following manner. An analog
signal is converted by an 8 bit serial AID-converter.
The serial output of the AID-converter is sent over the
galvanic isolation and is clocked into a serial
parallel-converter. The output of this serial-parallel
converter, when completely filled, is clocked into an
outputbuffer. The synchronisation of this proces is
performed by an oscillator and a decadecounter with 19
decoded outputs.

This circuit was realised on an experimental board and
was tested. The circuit worked as required.
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.4.2.2 COMMENT

The circuit was designed to test the principle of serial
analog to digital conversion only, so no attention was
paid to the necessity of testing all components,
inputrange (0-10 V. or 0-20 ~A.), 12 bit conversion,
speed and so on.

The advantage of the serial AID-converter is the small
amount of opto-couplers in the circuit; even for a 12
bit conversion only 3 opto-couplers are required. Using
a 12 bit parallel converter and requiring a maxi~um of
speed, all the outputs must be connected with an opto
coupler.

Now we will take a short look at the duration of on. 12
bit conversion in this construction. The clock-signal of
the AID-converter must be sent over the galvanic
isolation 12 times. The output exists of 12 serial
bits, which also has to be sent over the galvanic
separation. Just looking at the delay of the opto
couplers (delay of the opto-couplers used on other 1/0
card = 10 microseconds), we see that we have to wait at
least 13 times the opto-coupler delay-ti.e for one
conversion. This is much more then the required 50
microseconds. Converting an analog value within 50
microseconds could only be done in this manner by using
faster opto-couplers.
To convert 4 channels, for each channel one A/D
converter must be used. This is not prefered eitheri it
will take too much place and too much testing time (in
stead of 1, 4 AID-converters must be tested).
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In spite of the large delay of the opto-couplers in a
serial conversion, there is a ~ethod to read out 4
analog channels within 5B ~icroseconds.

The analog input-card ~ust have its own
synchronisation. This means, that 4 analog inputs are
selected one by one by an analog ~ultiplexer. If a
channel is selected, its analog value is converted and
the digital representation is stored in (for a 12 bit
AID-converter) a 12 bit outputbuffer. The outputbuffer
groups, containing the digital values of the 4 analog
inputs, could be read independently of the conversions.
So the only thing to do is to read out the
outputbuffers.

We can read the inputs within 50 microseconds. However
the values are updated only once every 200 ~icroseconds.

To test the opto-couplers and the databuffers, a walking
zero and a walking one testpattern is appended by exors
at the outputs of the AID-converter (figure 4.2.3). If
the analog input is at the negative reference voltage,
the output wil be 0000 0000 0B00 and a walking 1 pattern
is transmitted to the CPU. By clocking the shift
register the complete walking 1 pattern will be
generated. Now the input of the AID-converter must be
made the positive reference voltage so the output will
be 1111 1111 1111 and in the sa~e manner a walking 0
pattern could be generated. If the expected pattern
isn't received by the CPU, there ~ust be an error in the
digital hardware (whatever it ~ay be, stuck at B, Ituck
at 1, a short-circuit and 50 on). We can use two
separate inputs of the ~ultiplexer for the maximum and
the minimum reference voltages.

SERIAL
AID

~
~

1 "~ /

000000000010

TEST PATTERN

Figure 4.2.3: The teltcircuit for the digital hardware.
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It is not necessary to Mork out this operation principle
further, for the siMple reason that the update lalts too
long. Moreover the test Mill take too .uch tile, becaule
every testbit must pais the opto-couplers. For a 12 bit
AID there are 24 patterns each containing 12 bits. So
288 testbits Must be sent over the opto-couplers.
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.4.3 THE NEW APPROACH

A serial AID-converter lasts too long, therefore a new
approach ~ust be found including a parallel high speed
AID-converter. Because of the costs and space only one
AID-converter may be used. At least 4 analog input
channels are desired so an analog multiplexer aust be
used.

The block-diagram of a new approach is drawn in figure
4.3.

The inputs of these multiplexers are the analog input
signals (which are coming in via inputcircuits),
reference voltages (for testing purposes) and the
testpattern-generating-voltages.
A galvanic isolation is required between the analog
inputs and the horizontal bus. There must be
communication with the horizontal bus.

The multiplexer address can be written into a buffer. A
part of this buffer is able to count. This is done
because in a scanroutine, the addresses are written
successively and thus can be selected by a simple clock
pulse.

After an address is written, an input of the A/D
converter can settle to the input of the multiplexer.
The conversion will be started by a signal of the HBus.
After a couple of microseconds, the converted value may
be read by the HBus.
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4.4 THE INPUTCIRCUIT

The inputcircuit is the hardware between the input and
the analog multiplexer.

The used AID-converter (see later on) as well as the
opto-couplers used for the galvanic isolation will have
5 volt maximum operating voltage. To allow higher
inputvalues as expected and to avoid damage by this, the
inputrange of the AID-converter is 0-2 Volt (100 Oha *
20 mAl. The ~aximum input voltage of the used ADC is 5
Vol t.

So the 0-10 Volt inputsignal of the ADC mu!t be
converted to the range 0-2 Volt. The proportion of the
voltage divider must be 115 and the total serial
resistance must be large enough, so (for not influencing
the input) not too much current is pulled from the
inputsignal. Using 10 KOhm and 2K5 Ohm will draw maximal
10V/12K5=0.8 mAo The same circuit has to be used for a
current input. 0-20 mA must be converted to 0-2 Volt.
This is done by a 100 Ohm resistor. The drawing in
figure 4.4a shows this configuration. In the voltage
dividing as well as in the current-voltage converting,
for a larger accuracy, the inputimpedance must be very
high. If not, the error will be too large. The resistors
for the voltage dividing, as well as the resistors for
the current to voltage conversion must be very accurate.

0-10 V

0(4)-20 nA

10 KOhn 2K4 OhM

100 Ohn

0-2 V

Figure 4.4al The voltage dividing and current-voltage
converter

0-2 Volt

Vrf!f reg. h
yRS

SOD

R3 1"1

"~

0-2 Volt

100 HOhn

Input res.

Figure 4.4bl The essential input circuit
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Figure 4.4b il the essential input circuit. R3 and Cl
form a low-pass filter.

To test the leakage of the capacitor, S00 and R5 are
added. In this way the capacitor can be charged and
discharged. The inputchannel ~ust be switched off,
because the inputvalue may not influence that test.

So another switch is added. This is a photofet because
the controlline of a normal electronic analog switch
could leak current into the channel, this could
influence the inputsignal and cannot be tested.

The photofet will be destructed by overvoltages. To
protect it from these voltages, we placed a diac in
parallel with the fet. The diac must have a very high
resistance in our operating-voltage of the fet (0-3
Volt) and a low resistance when the inputsignal is out
of the operating-voltage-range of the fet. Now no da~age

will occur, the diac will conduct the signal, when it's
out of the operating range of the fet, else the diac
will be of no influence because of it's high resistance.
An extra advantage of using a photofet is, that the fet
has already a galvanic isolation in its controlline, so
no extra opto-coupler is needed for this controlsignal.

The inputcircuit ~ust protect the remaining of the
circuit for an inputvoltage (or converted current),
which is higher then the supply-voltage or lower then
the ground. Because of this two diodes were added, which
will avoid damage by this.

Later on, these diodes were deleted, because of the
leakage current.

There is a special consideration on using the 0-10 Volt
analog inputcard. When e.g. the 100 Ohm goes to open
circuit (see figure 4.4a), the voltage signal Kill not
be divided and an inputsignal beneath 2 Volt will not go
out of range. For example an 1 Volt inputsignal should
be read as 0.2 Volt. But, if the error mentioned above
is present, you will measure 1 Volt, which is also in
the right range.
To detect this kind of error, the voltage can be read
out parallel. Two channels ~ust b. connected 10 the same
voltage input. The same value must be read out. If not,
the error mentioned above is present. For not lafety
relevant voltage inputs one channel is enough. Of courle
one can define the inputrange from 2 till 10 Volt. Now
no parallel construction is needed.
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.4.~ THE AID-CONVERTER

The require.ents to which the AID-converter hiS to .eet
are:

Fast conversion time.
- Low cost.
- 12 bit resolution.
- Low powercon9umption.
- Parallel output (because of the lirge delay of the

opto-couplers).
- If available internal clock.
- A start conversion control input.
- An end of conversion signal.
- Few external components.

The first four requirements are contradictory, an
optimum is found in the AID-converter AD 7572.
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'4.6. TEST DATA GENERATION

In figure 4.3 a testcircuit for the digital hirdware is
drawn. The principle was to generate a walking 0 and a
walking 1 pattern, with which all errors behind the
generation of these patterns will be detected.

To cover an area as large as possible, analog signals
are connected to the analog multiplexer. These analog
signals are the analog representation of digital walking
o and walking 1 patterns. These analog signals are
converted and at the output of the AID-converter a
walking 0 or a walking 1 pattern will appear. These
patterns ~ust be read by the CPU and if not there ~ust

be an error (whatever it is).

Using this method, a large part of the circuit is
tested. Which includes the digital hardware to read out
the AID-outputs, the D/A-converter itself, the galvanic
separation, a part of the analog multiplexer and the
hardware, which generates the analog representation for
the walking 0 and walking 1 patterns.

We are not interested in a 12-bit absolute accuracy of
the analog inputs (see paragraph 4.1), therefore the
walking 0 and walking 1 patterns may be just 8 bits
long. An 8 bit D/A-converter could be used (we use the 8
most significant bits of a 10 bit D/A-converter). The
inputs of this converter must be the walking 0 and
walking 1 pattern6.

The outputrange of the CIA-converter will be converted
to the inputrange of the AID-converter. The ADC has a 12
bit accuracy and the DAC has a 8 bit accuracy, so the
four least significant bits of the ADC will not always
be 0000. This is due to errors in the inalog signal
(accuracy, noise and so on). If this is a positive error
less then 4 LSB's of the ADC (this is 16*2,56/4096 Volt
= 10 ~Volt), there will be no problem. The pattern is
still on the 8 HSB's of the ADC. If the error is
negative, the pattern at the outputs of the ADC will be
destroyed. To spread the errorrange in positive and
negative direction a 5 mVolt offset is added-to output
of the DAC. Now a positive as well as a negative 5 mVolt
error in the analog signal may be present, whithout
destroying the walking 0 and walking 1 bit patterns on
the eight most significant bits.

For the generation of a digital Wilking 0 and walking 1
pattern, three controllines are needed. A selectionline
for the choice of a walking 0 or a walking 1, a
controlline for selecting the next pattern by shifting
the 1 <in a walking 1) and the 0 <in a walking 0) one
place and a presetline to load the first pattern.
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If a shiftregister with a preload is used, a preset
walking 0 or walking 1 can be loaded si~ply. This is
done by connecting the controlline to one preloadinput
of the shiftregister. All the other preloadinputs are
connected to the inversion of this controlsign.l.

The shiftregister has a controlinput to select a
parallel or a serial operation, .eaning a preload or a
shiftoperation. If the parallel operation is chosen a
preload is done if the clock input is activated. So the
first pattern (walking 0 or walking 1 depending on
another controlsignall i5 loaded. If the lerial
operation is selected and a clockpulse appears, the
pattern is rotated one place.

:) "V oFFset

D/A
J/ ANALOG OUT

17 16 J~ H 13 12 II ]0

CO CI C2 a3 aD al az a3

~J pis - -J pis r---

- K ClK - K Cll<- r--
PO PI PZ P3 PO PI PZ P3

T \/Ol\l{

PIS SHlf

ClD

T

Figure TestpatternOlneration
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t4.7 COMMUNICATION WITH THE CPU

The central part of the PLC is connected to the liD via
the vertical bus driver cards which are located in the
central rack. Each vertical bus driver module can
support upto 10 horizontal bus driver modules. The
central part of the PLC controls the vertical bus driver
and this one controls the horizontal bus drivers. Each
Ilorizontal bus driver controls a horizontal bus. This
horizontal bus has 8 datalines, called HD0 .. HD7, two
read lines HRD0 and HRD1, two write lines HWR0 and HWR1,
two testlines HT0 and HT1 and 18 selectlines HSELX.

Designing the communication with the horizontal bus,
attention must be paid that each control signal, HRD0,
HRD1, HWR0, HWR1, HT0 and HT1 must be combined with
HSELX. Thus the control signals are only influencing the
selected card.

The only interesting signals to read are the 12 bits
coming out of the AID-converter. Because the horizontal
bus has only 8 datalines, the 12 bits must be read out
in two times. First the 8 lowest bits are read out by
HRD0 &HSELX, then the 4 most significant are read out
by HRD1 & HSELX. The communication with the horizontal
bus driver (via the HBUSI is drawn in figure 4.3.

The signals, to be written are the addresses, the
controlsignals of the switches and the opto-fets of the
inputcircuit, -and one signal for blocking the 2 bit
addresscounter. The addresssignals are meant for
selecting a channel of the multiplexer. Two 8-channel
multiplexers are chosen. The output of these
multiplexers are tied together. The testpatterngenerator
is also used to make a reference voltage for the testing
of the input circuits.

When selecting another channel most of the times it will
be the next channel. You have to write a new address. A
faster manner is to use a 2 bit counter for the four
inputchannels. If you want to read out these four, you
only have to count up one time to select the next
channel. The clock of this counter is HRD0 & HSELX. This
is the readcommand of the lowest 8 bits and· is meant
here for a pipeline-construction explained later. HRD1 &
HSELX will read the 4 highest bits of the A/D
conversion. The falling edge of this signal will start
the conversion (also meant for the pipeline
construction). HT0 is for blocking the addresscounter.
Of course this counter has a parallel load, so each
channel can be selected by HWR0 & HSELX. 2 of the
remaining 6 bits can be written in a buffer by the sale
control signal HWR0 & HSELX. This will be the remaining
addresslines (2 for the 16 different analog voltages to
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convert). For the switches HWR1 ~ HSELX will be uled to
wri te B bi ts.
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t4.8 CONTROL AND SYNCHRONISATION OF THE ANALOB INPUT CARD

After a description of the most important sections of
the input card, we will now look at the co~plete

circuit. This means the control and synchronisation of
the different parts will be discussed.

The inputcircuit, designed in figure 4.4a and figure
4.4b is already explained in paragraph 4.4 and need no
further explanation.

The 8 channel analog multiplexer has 2 inputs for the
testpatterngeneration, 4 inputs for measuring analog
inputcircuits. The other inputs as well as the inputs of
the other multiplexer are for the reference voltages,
which must be converted.

The opamp behind the analog multiplexer has two
functions. The first one is to provide a high input
i~pedance. The other function is to amplify the analog
signal. The inputsignal will be in the 0-2 V. range. The
0aximum inputvoltage may be 2.5 Volt. The signals come
through the analog multiplexer and opamp. The inputrange
of the AID-converter is 0-5 Volt. So the opamp ~ust

amplify the inputsignals with 2. In the following we
will consider the a~plifier and the ADC as one A/D
converter with a 0-2.5 Volt inputrange.

The AID-converter itself is the main part in the design.
In paragraph 4.5 the converter AD 7572 is chosen.
If ICS is constantly lowered, the conversion is started
when IRD goes low. The new data is valid at the output
as long as IRD stays low.

To acquire an effective tiling and to ivoid unnecelsary
delays, a pipelineconstruction is used. If the data is
valid at the input. of the buffers (after a forler
conversion), first the lower B bits are read out by
HRD0. At the falling edge of HRD0 another address (the
next) will be selected by means of the counter. The
falling edge of HRDl (reading out the higher 4 bits)
will start another conversion. This must be "the falling
edge, beciuse only then you know for sure that you have
read out all the data. During the time of reading out
the 12 bits, the new addrels and the new analog signil
can ripple through the circuit. The value of the next
channel is valid at the input of the AID-converter by
the tiee the start conversion coe.and will arrive.
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While all these activities take place, a stable ADC
output il desired. 50 the IRO-input ~ust stay low. At
the falling edge of HRD~ the AOC-input IRD (which is low
to have a stable output) is lowered and stays low. This
can be done by a little circuit, which will convert a
falling edge into a pulse.

The operation of the generation of the teltdata is
already explained in paragraph 4.6. But nothing is said
about the synchronisation and control of this. At the
falling edge of IBU5Y (figure 4.3) a new pattern is
clocked. This can be done because the converlion is
completed, so the new analog value can settle to the
input of the AID-converter. Only if Address 6 or 7 is
selected (addressline A2 is high), then a serial shift
will be executed, else a parallel load is executed. This
parallel load is a preset, which can be a preset walking
~ or a preset walking 1, depending on the value of A0.

The output of the O/A is used as a stable reference
voltage, to test the input circuitry. This reference can
be changed, by generating other data on the shift
register outputs.
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14.9 SUPPLY

For the different components, +15 Volt, -15 Volt and +5
Volt are needed as supply. For the loop powering of the
four inputcircuits, four independent voltagesuppliel
~Uit be available. These supplies must be able to
deliver 20 mA as ~aximum range and are limited to 25 IA.
If this voltage is 23 Volt, a sensor with an 1KOhm
minimum resistance may be connected.

All these voltages Must be made out of an external 24
Volt. The supply-voltages on the card must be
galvanically isolated from this 24 Volt.

A DC/DC-converter is chosen. This has already a galvanic
isolation. Our DC/DC-converter has primary a 24 V input.
Secondary +15 V, ground and -15 V is available.

For the generation of the 23 V stable loop voltages, a
higher voltage Must be available (e.g. 30 V). To spread
the pulled current out of the different voltages, the
+15 V output of the DC/DC-converter is assigned to the
30 V, the ground output to the +15 V and the -15 V
output to the analog ground. The -15 Volt is generated
seperately out of the +30 Volt.

This is done by a switching supply. A negative voltage
is generated by the principle of the inverting polarity
of a capacitor. The result is stabilized by a -15 V
voltage regulator. The +5 Volt is stabilized by a 5 V
voltage regulator out of the +15 Volt.

The loop voltages are generated of a stabilized 24 Volt
(stabilized out of 30 V by a voltage regulator), Four
circuits to limit the output current at 25 mA are built.
The inputs are the stable 24 Volt and for the outputs
rests 23 Volt.
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14.11 SOFTWARE SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE AN ALOe INPUT CARD

14.11.1 THE UPDATE SCANROUTINE

THE FUNCTIONS OF THE HBUS-SIGNALS USED AT THE ANALOG
INPUT CARD.

with HRD0 and secondly
new conversion will be

you have read out all the

HD0 •• HD7

SEL

HRD0

HRDl

HWR0

HWRl

HT0

HTI

These are the datalines. D0 is the least
significant bit and D7 is the most
significant bit.
This is the cardselect. This line must be
high to activite a controlline.
This controlline is used for reading the e
least significant bits of the A/D-
converter, HD0-HD7 will represent D0-D7.
If HRD0~SEL=1 then the data is valid on
the HBUS.
First read out
with HRDI. No
started before
data.
The falling edge of HRD0~SEL will select a
new address if the counter is enabled
(HT0=0)
This controlline is used for reading the 4
most significant bits of the AID-converter.
HD0-HD3 will represent D8-Dll.
The falling edge of HRD1~SEL will start a
new conversion. If HRD1=1 and SEL=l then
the data is valid on the HBUS.
This controlline will load the address
buffer. HD0-H03-A0-A3.
HWR0&SEL Must be high. The parallel load
is .nabled. Lowering this signal will latch
the data of the HBUS. HRD0 and HTl ~ust be
low in this protocol.
This controlline will load the
switchbuffer. If HWR1&SEL=1 the data is
latched in the switchbuffer.
H00=S01 HOt-Stl HD2·S21 H03=S31 H04=S00
HD5=S10 HD6=S20 HD7-S30. The switches are
active high, 50 these are open at 0.
This testline is used to ~nable the
addresscounter. If HT0=0 the addrelscounter
will be able to count (the 2 LSB addressbits)
on the falling edge of HRD0.
Not connected
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The addrelles written by the CPU representl the
following infor.ationl

A3 A2 Al A0

0 0 0 0 Channel 1
0 0 0 1 Channel 2
0 0 1 0 Channel 3
0 0 1 1 Channel 4
0 1 0 0 Vref test
0 1 0 1 Gnd
0 1 1 0 W0/1
0 1 1 1 1r/011
1 0 0 0 24 Voutl telt
1 0 0 1 24 Vout2 test
1 0 1 0 24 Vout3 test
1 0 1 1 24 Vout4 telt
1 1 0 0 -15 Volt telt
1 1 0 1 +15 Volt test
1 1 1 0 Snd
1 1 1 1 +5 Volt telt
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INITIALISATION OF THE SCANROUTINE.

Take carel Before you begin I te5troutine, the switches
.U5t be in the scan.ode and address 0000 Must be
sel ected.
Be sure this scanroutine is done at lelst 108 .,econds
(10 ti~es the RC-time) after the capacitor test, 50 the
capacitors are charged to the right input-value.

To set the swi tchul

Write the following data by HWRll

H00 = 501 =1
HOl = 511 =1
HD2 .. 521 =1
H03 = 531 =1
HD4 = 500 =0
HD5 = 510 =0
HDb = 520 =0
HD7 = 530 =0

Wr i te the following data by HWR0:

HD0 = A0 =0
HDI = Al =0
HD2 .. A2 =0
HD3 = A3 =0

No", address " is selected lthi s is channel 1)
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SCANRDUTINE

The first conversion (address 0 • channell) is started
at the falling edge of HRD1&SEL. So this signal must be
pulsed.

Wait for 15 microseconds (delays of the AID-converter
and the opto-couplers).

Read the following data by HRD01

H00 = D0
H01 = D1
H02 = D2
H03 = D3
H04 = D4
H05 = 05
HOb = Ob
H07 = 07

Read the following data by HRDl:

H00 = D8
H01 = 09
HD2 = D10
H03 .. D11
H04 = 0
H05 = 0
HOb = 0
H07 = 0

Meanwhile the next address (channel 2) is selected at
the falling edge of HRD0 and the next conversion is
started at the falling edge of HRDI This conversion and
the opto-couplers have 7 uSee. delay. So 1S micro
seconds after the falling edge of HRD1 the next data (1b
bits) can be read.

This must be done 4 tiles (channell to 4).

The total scantime is 60 microsecondsl this is a little
more then the required S0 .icrDseconds.
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.~.18.2 THE WALKINS 1/1 TEST

INITIALISATION OF THE WALKING 0/1 TESTROUTINE

A walking 0 or walking 1 preset-pattern can be loaded 1n
the shiftregister. By shifting the bits in this
shiftregister the complete B bit walking 0 and walking 1
patterns can be created. Such a pattern is converted by
the D/A-converter which will generate an analog signal.
This signal must be converted by the AID-converter ind
the same digital pattern must be the result of the
conversion.

If A2=0 The parallel load of the shiftregister is
enabled. After a conversion (busy) a pattern is clocked
in the shiftregister. This pattern can be 0000 0001 or
1111 1110. If A0 was 1 the first pattern is clocked in
and if A0 was 0 the last pattern is clocked in.

If the former conversion is remembered the preset
pattern is known. For example if channel B is converted
(A3A2AIA0=0000), the first walking 0 pattern is parallel
loaded and if channell (A3A2AIA0= 0001) is converted,
the first walking 1 pattern is presetted.

Another possibility to preset a pattern is to do i du~my

conversion (for exa~ple channel 0 to get a walking 0
preset).

Before starting the conversions of B patterns (walking 0
or walkingl) care must be taken that HT0=1 for blocking
the addresscounter.

So after a scanroutine (the last address was B011) a
walking 1 pattern is valid in the shiftregister.

THE WALKING 0/1 PATTERN TEST

To switch the output of the D/A-conversion to the input
of the AID-conversion the address 0110 must be written
by HWR0. Data:

HD0 = A0 = 0
HDl = Al = 1
HD2 = A2 = 1
HD3 = A3 = 0
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Start the first conversion by riling ind lowering HRD1.

Wait 15 .icroseconc5, until the data is vilid.
Read the following data by HRD0:

HD0 co 00
HDl = Dl
HD2 co D2
HD3 = D3
H04 = D4
HD5 = D5
HDb = Db
HD7 = D7

Read the following data by HRoll

HD0 = D8
HD1 = D9
HD2 = D10
HD3 = D11
H04 = 0
HD5 = 0
HDb = 0
HD7 = 0

After the conversion the neKt pattern is selected and at
the falling edge of HRDl the neKt conversion is started.

15 microseconds must be waited until the neKt data i.
valid to read out. This must be done B times. The
following data is eKpected.

Walking 11

0000 0001
0000 0010
0000 0100
0000 1000
0001 0000 a
0010 0000
0100 0000 a
1000 0000 a

(a = a possible cOlbination of telts)

Now the other pattern ~Ult be tested in the same _inner,
but using inother preloid (e.g. iddresl 0000).
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The following patterns are expected.

Walking 01

1111 1110
1111 1101
1111 1011
1111 0111
1110 1111 *1101 1111
1011 1111 *0111 1111

This test can be combined with the capacitor-leakage
test.
<* e: a possible combination of tests, lee $ 4.10.4)
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t4.11.3 THE TESTINB OF THE REFERENCE VOL TABES

Since the reference voltages of the AID and DIA
converter are related to each other, therl lust be an
independent reference voltage, which must be converted
to test the reference voltage of the AID.

All the supply-voltages are tested.

These tests are done by selecting a multiplexer-channel
by the addresses, convert this analog value and read it
out.

Two resistors convert the testvoltages to the inputrange
of the AID-converter.

The tests are done by the following table.

A3 •• A0 CHECK ACCURACY

0100 VREF +- 1. 0%
Ul00 -15V +- 57-
1001 0V + ".1%
1010 +12V +- 5i.
1011 +5V +- 5%
1100 23Vl +-10i.
1101 23V2 +-101.
1110 23V3 +-107-
1111 23V4 +-10'X

By the accuracy and the proportion of the voltage
dividers, the values between which the testvoltage must
be measured can be calculated.
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'4.18.4 TE8TIN8 OF THE INPUT CIRCUIT

To test the capacitorleakage
capacitor ~ust be charged to
while the voltage ~Ult be
between the known voltage and
in a permitted range.

in the inputchannel, thii
a known voltage. After a
.eaiured. The difference
the measured value must be

To detect short-circuit
channels, the capacitors
different values.

between
llIust be

the four
loaded to

analog
four

These four different analog values .ust rotate after a
test, so each capacitor will be loaded to different
vol tages.

Initialize VREF REB with the shiftregister to 0100 0000
(for description see the walking 0/1 test). This is 1/4
of the full scale.

Set the switches by writing the following data using
HWR 1:

H00 :: 501 :: 0
HOl :: S 11 :: "H02 :: 521 :: 0
HD3 :: 531 .. "HD4 .. 500 :: 1
HDS .. 510 .. 0
HD6 :: 520 :: 0
HD7 :: 530 :: 0

There tIIust be 1 IIlsecond delay for a complete charge of
the capac itor.

Initialize VREF REG with the ihiftregister to 0001 0000
(f or descr i pti on see the Nal ki ng 011 test!. Thi s i; 1116
of the full scale.
Set the switches by writing the following data using
HWR 1 :

H00 :: 501 .. 0
HOl :: 511 :: 0
H02 :: 521 :: 0
H03 :: 531 :: 0
HD4 :: 500 .. 0
HDS :: 510 :: 1
HDc .. 520 • 0
HD7 .. 538 .. 0
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There ~Uit be 1 .second deliy for i complete chirge of
the capacitor.

Initialize VREF REG with the Ihiftregilter to 1011 1111
(for description lee the wilking 0/1 telt). This is 3/4
of the full scale.

5et the switches by writing the following diti using
HWRl :

H00 II 501 = 0
HOl = 511 = 0
H02 = 521 = 0
H03 = 531 = I!l
H04 .. 500 .. 0
HOS = 510 .. 0
H06 .. 520 = 1
H07 = 530 .. 0

There must be 1 .second delay for i complete charge of
the capacitor.

Initialize VREF REG with the shiftregister to 1110 1111
(for description see the walking 0/1 test). This is
15/16 of the full scale.

5et the switches by writing the following data using
HWR 11

H00 " 501 .. 0
HOl = 511 = 0
H02 = 521 II 0
H03 = 531 .. 0
H04 = 500 = 0
HOS = 510 .. 8
H06 = 520 = 0
H07 = 530 .. 1

There must be 1 Msecond deliy for i cOMplete charge of
the capacitor.

5et the switches by writing the following diti using
HWR 1:

Hoe = 501 .. 0
HOl .. 511 .. 8
H02 " 521 .. 0
H03 II 531 .. B
H04 II 50B .. 0
HOS .. 510 :: B
H06 .. 820 II 111

H07 = 530 .. 0
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Initialize VREF REG with the shiftregister to Ieee 0000
(for description I~e the wilking 8/1 telt). Thil is
1/2 of the full scale. NOH the leackage towards tMO
sides can be detected.

Wait (for example 10 .seconds). This delay enables the
capacitors to discharge if any leakage is present.
Now the four channell can be read out (by a
scanroutine). The value must be near the loaded value.

This test can be co.bined with the Malking 0/1 test. If
the right pattern is selected the capacitor can be
charged. But this makes the software less readable.
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.4.11 CONCLUSIONS ABOUT THE ANALOB INPUT CARD

For the use in fail to safe applications, a 4 channel
analog input card il developed. This card can be used in
the Pepperl ~ Fuchs FSC-system.

The principle of testing the ca~d in normal operation
has proven to be a right one. All r~levant faults are
detected by the CPU.

The card can be implemented in a 2 out of 3 Iyste~. The
software will use majority voting to select the right
input.

After testing the card at normal speed, some linor
modifications have been done. Hereafter, the card
operated as required. It commits all the former posed
requirements, but one.

The time to read the four analog inputs is not 50
microseconds, as required, but 60 microseconds.
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CHAPTER ~I THE ANALOB OUTPUT CARD

$5.1 SPECIFICATIONS

The require_entl, the inilog output Cird his to .eet
arel

- At least 2 analog outputs .ust be on the output card.
- A common ground ~ay be used.
- The output ~ust have a 0(4)-20mA current output

range.
Loop powering as well as a nor~al current output is
desired.

- The card Must have a cOMplete galvanic isolation
between the analog output and the HBUS.

- A 12-bit resolution D/A-converter _Ult be used.
- The absolute accuracy ~ust be at least B bits.
- All relevant components used on the card must be fUlly

testable.
- The output channels must be independent.
- The secondary means of de-energization (watchdog) ~ust

be able to switch off the output.
- One must be able to connect an output (load)

resistance of up to 1 KOh ••
- The whole circuit .uat be placed on one euro-card.
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.~.2 THE PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

Figure 5.2 is the block diagram of the analog output
card. There is a complete galvanic isolation between the
Hbus and the analog outputs.

Because the analog outputcircuits must be independent,
for each outputchannel a separate D/A-converter must be
used (they may be in one Ie). The digital inputs of a
D/A-converter control the internal switches of a ladder
network. So these inputs will not influence the analog
signals and equal datainputs from different D/A
converters may be tied together.

The reference voltage for the different D/A-converters
may be the same. This is a stable voltage and each
output channel will be separately adjusted.

For testing purposes the analog outputs must be read
back. For each channel an AID-converter will convert the
analog value to a digital signal, which is valid in a
buffer at the HBUS-side.

Because of the common ground requirement, each A/D
section must have its own floating supply.

To meet the speed requirement, the D/A-converters are
parallel. As the readout of the momentary analog output
value may take some time, the AID-converters are serial.
Another need for these is the saving of space (less
optocouplers and matching resistors).

The data and clock of the AID-converters are led through
the opto-couplers and shifted in a serial-in I parallel
out shift register. This register has an output enable
line and thus can communicate with the Hbus (indirectly
with the CPU).

The watchdog must be able to switch off the output. The
circuitry, which perform this task, must be tested. So a
testline can switch off the output independently of the
watchdog.
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.S.3 THE D/A-CONVERTER

The liin cOMponent of the inilog output cird, 11 the
D/A-converter. The requirements which this component his
to ~eet are:

- 12 bit accurincy.
- Low power consulption.
- Data latches, since the input data are used for more

D/A-converters.
- A fast current settling tile.

An optiMuM in these requireaents has been found in the
AD7545.
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'S.4 THE OUTPUT CIRCUIT

In spite of the maximum output range of 20 lA, the
output must be able to deliver so~e more. (Let's say 25
~A). For an 1KDhm load resistance, the output must be at
least 2S Volt. Since we must consider some voltage drop
in the output circuit, a 30 Volt supply is chosen. See
the output circuit in figure 5.2. The voltage drop ~ust

be as low as possible.

In the currentpath (from the 30 V via the output to the
fieldgroundl is a current monitor resistor (R controll.
This 100 Ohm resistor (relative low voltage dropl is
connected to the 30 Volt supply. This will drop the
voltage maximal 2.5 Volt. In the same path is another
100 Ohm se)ial resistor (R feedbackl. This will also
give 2.5 voltage drop. The voltage over this resistor is
a measure for the output current and can be converted by
the AID-converter. The diode in the outputcircuit will
protect the output against a fault connection (e.g. a
faulty field voltage). This one will cause another 0.6
Volt drop. The voltage over the fet and transistor is
in normal operation less then one Volt. So the maximal
total voltage drop is 6.6 Volt, leaving 23.4 Volt for
the output. This outputvoltage, together with the 25 mA
output current will allow a maximum of 940 Ohm load.
Connecting 1 KOhm will lower the maximum output current
to approximately 23 mA, but this is still above the
~aximum range (20 mAl.

The D/A-converter reference voltage is (compared to the
fieldground) 32.5 Volt. The comparator opamp input is a
voltage between 27.5 and 30 Volt, depending on the
digital inputs of the DAC. 30 Volt is the minimum
inputrange and 27.5 Volt the maximum. The output of the
opamp will regulate the gate voltage of the fet until,
the voltage over the current monitor resistor is the
same as the input of the opamp. The voltage drop between
this point and the 30 Volt supply will cause a current.
The current range is 0-25 mAo
The other transistor will in normal operation conduct
the current. If the watchdog want to switch off all the
outputs, the transistor will block the current and so
the output-current is 0 mAo
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.~.~ THE AID-SECTION

In the previous paragraphs is explained, why the voltage
~ust be read back. The AID-section is a circuit, which
will convert this analog value to an B bit digital
value. This conversion ~ay not influence the analog
output. For a common output ground, the resistor over
which the output current is read back, .ay not be
connected to the fieldground. 50 each AID-converter lust
have its own supply, which is galvanical separated fro~

the other supplies.

The ~ost i~portant part of this section is a serial A/D
converter. The inputrange is 0•• 2.5 Volt (0-25 ~A over
100 Oh.), so the reference voltage .ust be 2.5 Volt. The
controllines are a ClK and a ICS input. The output are
serial databits. The operating sequence is illultrated
in figure 5.5a.

110
ClOCK---I

1'1 2 13 1- I s16\ 71 8 I 1 L2~~ ~~~~ __
DON'T ~~.1-L-

.ACCESS+< *-SAMPlE~~~4~~1-:_ .....ACCESS-+j l+-SAMPlE-+
I CYCLE B I 0 CYCLE B J (S•• ;;~,. A)' • CYCLE C • CYCLE C 0

(See Note C)

MSB

CS L.tl-l----------'~~.1_. --.11

MSB HI,Z
HI,ZSTATE r--..r--..r:B~O'" STATE

D~~~ --£ {f.A:;:7(A6':65~YA:i'iA2XA¥:OX~--:':::::":;J;':':"'::"'--(B1YE~X: ,1_J '---J 'L~ .....~ ,~
A7 B7

+-PREVIOUS CONVERSION DA7 A A+ _CONVERSION DATA B_

MSB lSB MSB lSB

Figure 5.5a. The operating sequence of the AID-converter.

The data and clock are transfered over the galvanic
isolation. A serial in parallel out shiftregister with
an output enable input, will convert this serial data to
a byte, which can be read by the CPU (See figure 5.5b).

The clock signal is generated out of a standard 400 KHz
oscillator. The opto-couplerl cannot handle this speed,
so the clock is divided to lee KHz. The start conversion
signal will reset a counter and so ICS is brought low
(for the first tiu in figure 5.5a). The co-unter will
give the ADC 9 clock pulles. Hereafter it will .ake ICS
high and block the clock input. Meanwhile the data of
the for.er conversion wal transfered over the galvanic
isolation and the conversion of the .o~ental analog
input value is started. After 9 pulses the data is valid
in the shiftregister and the ADC will take no action
until a new start conversion is given.

For another conversion, thil procedure is repeated after
giving a start conversion.
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.~.6 COMMUNICATION NITH THE CPU

The card can communicate with the CPU via the HBUS by
four buffers.

Two inputbuffers are used to write the 12 bit data for
the two O/A-converters, the selections for the O/A
converter to which the data must be written and finally
the test signals for the switch off circuitry of the two
output channels. By HWR0 the data 00 •• 07 can be written.
Using HWR1, the data and control signals 08 .• 011, WOl,
W02, WROAl and WROA2 can be written.

The two outputbuffers are serial to parallel converters
with an output enable. The eight bits result of the A/O
conversions can be read by HRD0 for channel 1 and by
HRDl for channel 2. The falling edge of these read
lines, will start a new (A/O-) conversion.
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.~.7 SUPPLY

The supply on the analog output card must provide
several voltages. Related to the fieldground (the ground
of the output circuit), 30 Volt is needed, as a power
for the output circuit. The output current is pulled out
of this voltage. This 30 Volt is used as a relative
ground for the other components on the analog side of
the card. To supply these components, 35 Volt is needed.
The opa~ps are fed by this 35 Volt and 20 Volt.

For the two AID-converters, a galvanical isolated 5 Volt
supply is needed.

PriMary 24 Volt is available. A DCIDC circuit has been
developed to get all the voltages required, including
galvanic isolation between some of these voltages.

The maximum current is 110 mA out of the 24 Volt.
Because of this a 125 mA fuse is used.
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·~.8 SOFTWARE SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE ANALOB OUTPUT CARD

• ~.8.1 THE UPDATE ROUTINE

In the analog output-card two latches are available to
write data to the two 12-bit O/A-converters. These O/A
converters will change the output. In these latches the
following information is latchedl 12 bit data for the
12-bits O/A-converters, 2 bits for the selection of the
O/A to which this data must be written and 2 bits to
switch off the output (One for each channell.

The datai nput of the first latch is:

H00 = 00 of the O/A-converter (L5Bl
HOl = 01
H02 = 02
H03 = 03
H04 = 04
H05 = 05
HOb = Ob
H07 = 07

This data can be written in the latch in the following
manner:

- Place this data on the HBus.
- Make the card-select high
- Hake HWR0 high and low again

Now this data is written in the latch, but not in the
O/A-l atches yet.

The second latch must be loaded (remember the first
latch must be loaded before the second onel.

The datainput of the second latch is

H00 = DB of the O/A-converter
H01 = 09
H02 = 010
H03 = 011 015Bl
HD4 = OUTPUT OFF SWITCH OF CHANNEL 1
H05 = OUTPUT OFF SWITCH OF CHANNEL 2
HOb = WRITE OA-CONVERTER CHANNEL 1
H07 = WRITE DA-CONVERTER CHANNEL 2

This data can be written in the latch in the following
manner:

- Place this data on the HBul.
- Make the card-select high
- Hake HWR1 high and low again
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DESCRIPTION OF THE BITS.

00 •• 011

WOTESTI

WOTEST2

WROAI

WRDA2

PROTOCOL

These are the databits of both the O/A
converters. 00 is the LSB and 011 is the HSB
If this bit is high, the watch-dog will
operate nor~ally.

If this bit is low, the current of output-
channel 1 will beco~e zero. In normal
operation this bit Must be high.
If this bit is high, the watch-dog will
operate norlally.
If this bit is low, the current of output
channel 2 will become zero.
In nor.al operation this bit .ust be high.
If this bit is high, the databits 00 •• 011 in
the two latches are written in the latch of
the first channel O/A-converter.
If this bit is high, the databits 00 •• Dll in
the two latches are written in the latch of
the second channel O/A-converter.

To update one output, the following .ust be done. First
write 00 •• 07 to the first latch. Then fill the second
latch. Mith DB •• Dll, select the right channel and make
H06 and H07 high. Wait for at least 5 ~icroseconds, so
the data can go over the galvanic separation and the
O/A-converter can latch the data. Before writing the
other channel, the selected O/A-converter must be
disabled by lowering the selection (WROAI or WRDA2).
Here must be waited Tor at least 5 microseconds to lead
the signal over the galvanic separation. In total three
writecommands must be done; one to write 00 •• 07, one to write
OB •• Dl1 with the writecommands for the D/A-converters
and the last is to clear these writeco~.ands.
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'~.B.2 THE DATA OUTPUT CHECK ROUTINE

The analog output can be read back. This
value representing a value between zero and
channel has its own serial AID-converter.
shifted in an a-bit shift-register (for
on e) •

is
25
The

each

an 8 bit
mA. Each
data is

channel

If HRD0 ~ Sel • high the data of the previous conversion
of channell is placed to the HBus. By lowering HRD0 &
Sel J the next conversion is started. 100 uSee .ust be
waited, untill the data of this conversion is valid in
the shiftregister. After that, this date could be read
out.

With HRDI &Sel the same can be done to read the other
channel.
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.S.B.3 THE OUTPUT SWITCH-OFF ROUTINE

The watchdog signal is in normal operation high. If thil
is lowered, the output ~ust go to m MA.

To test if the circuit, that converts the WD-signal to
an off-switching channel, hasn't got a faUlt, the two
channels can be switched-off seperately and
independently of the WD-signal.

This can be done using two databits of the second latch
<U21. These bits are norllally high. For a test one of
the bits must be lowered on the databul and be written
by HWRI ~ Sel. Wait for 1m licrosecondl, so the analog
output can be set to 0 IA.

The two AID-converters lIust be started by giving a pulse
on HR00 and on HRD1. After at least 100 uSee the data is
valid in the shiftregisters. The result of the A/D
conversion can be read by respectively HRD0 and HRD1 for
channel 1 and 2.
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'~.B.4 TESTBTRATEBV

The Berman testinstitute TUV requires the fo110w1ng
tests .
- The output must be able to lower its value to the

minimum range (e. g. 51.) •
- The output must be able to rise its value to the

maximum value. (e.g. 951.) •
- The output must be able to variate around the

setpoint.
- The secondary Ileans of de-energization (watchdog) must

be tested.
- After a testcyc1 us the output aust return to its

presetted value (setpoint).

During the test, the duration of change in the output
value must be as short as possible. If there is a change
in the output value during the test, this can be
compensated.

Switch off the channel by the testbits for the secondary
means and read back this output.
To compensate this outputlowering, set the output to 100
i. and read the output back.
Set the output to 5 I. and read back. Compensate this
outputchange by setting the output value for the same
time to 2*Setpointvalue-Si..
NOH set the output to the setpoint +2mA and read back.
To compensate and test, set the output to the setpoint 
2mA and read back. At last set the output the momental
value.
For an illustration see figure 5.8.4.

100%

2*SP-5%

SP+2mA
SP

SP

I
WD 5%

SP-2mA

Figure 5.8.4/ The teststategy of the analog output card.
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.~.9 CONCLUSIONS ABOUT THE ANALOB OUTPUT CARD

For the use in fiil to sife applications, a 2 channel
analoO output card is developed. Thil card can be uled
in the Pepperl & Fuchs FSC-sYlte••

The principle of testing the card in normal operation
has proven to be a right one. Each kind fault is seen by
the CPU.

The card cannot be implemented in a 2 out of 3 syste~.

All other for~er purposed requirements are satisfied.

After testing the card at normal speed, some
modifications have been made. Hereafter, the
operated as required.
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CHAPTER 61 PID

'6.1 THEORETICAL APPROACH

Some analog 110 must be controlled. The most usual
regulator is the PID (proportional, integrational and
differentional regulator).

The PIO will regulate a quantity of the process to be
controlled. This process v.lue (output) i6 compared to a
presettable value (setpointl. The process ~ust be
controlled by the PIO in such a way, that it will
approximate the setpoint.

From the FSC-system point of view, the process output is
an analog input and the process input is an analog
output.

We define:
u(tl as the PIO output (the process inputl,
y(tl as the PID input (the process outputl,
SP ISetpoint) the value to which the measured quantity
must be regulated and
e(tl as the error between the process output .nd the
presetted valuej e(tl=y(tl-SP.

The ideal equation for a PIO-controller is

t
1 ! de (t>

u(t) = K ( e(tl + e (r> d'l' + Td
Ti dt

0

K is the gainfactor
Ti is the reset time
Td is the rate time

y(t) is s.mpled by the FSC system in i sampletime TB. If
T0 is very small, the differentialquotient can be
converted to a first order difference and the integral
to a sum. The continue integration can be approximated
by a discrete rectangle or • trapezium integration.

For rectanglel
n k Td

u (k I = K ( e (k I + E e(i-l) + (e(kl-e(k-l)} ]

Ti i=1 TB

For trapeziuIR:
TB k e(i-1)+e(i) Td

u (k I = K [ e(kl + E ----------- + -- (e(k)-e(k-l)} ]

Ti i II: 1 2 T0
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The following recursive relation can be derivated.

u(kl = u(k-1l + q0 e(kl + q1 e(k-1l + q2 e(k-21

with the para~eter5:

For the rectangular approximation:
q0 ~ K (1+Td/T0l
q1 = -K (1+ 2 Td/T0 - T0/Til
q2 = K (Td/T0l

For the trapezium approximation:
q0 = K (1+1/2 T0/Tl + Td/T0l
q1 = -K (1+ 2 Td/T0 - 1/2 T0/Til
q2 = K (Td/T0l
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.6.2 SPECIFICATIONS

The PIn must be a funtionblok in the FSC-syste.. This
block has two inputsl the process output y(kl and the
setpoint SP. The output is the process input u(kl. See
Figure 6.2.

SP + e(k) u(k) y(k)
PIO ... process./

-

Figure 6.2: The PID, defined is a function block.

The controlloops Must be initialized. The values TB, Ti,
Td, SP, K and u(k-il lust be entered via a terminal.
This data is transfered to the FSC-system, which must
calculate q0, qi and q2. This is an operation which must
be done only one time, so this may be done accurate (it
will cost 1Il0re time).

Each time the FSC-system reads y(k) it must:
Calculate e(kl~y(k)-SP,

Calculate u(kl=qB e(kl + qi e(k-il + q2 e(k-2l,
Shift u(k) to u(k-i), e(k-il to e(k-2l and e(k-il to
e (k l •

The parameters TB, Ti, Td, K, SP and u(k-i) could be
changed by a terminal during th! operation. These values
lust be entered in the FSC-,y,tem. The new parameters
qB, qi and q2 lust be calculated. Hereafter the process
lust go on, with the new paraleter,.

Y(kl, which the FSC-systel has leasured, the calculated
u(k) and the setpoint lust be transferrable to a VDU for
a graphical representation of the momental values.

In norlllal
calculated
auto-lode.

operation, the PID output
out of elk) = y(kl -SP. This

u(k) IUlt be
is called the

If u<kl lIust be forced (not calcuhted),
done by entering the forced value via the
the aanual-.ode.

this can
termi nal

be
in

If the pid input lust be forced (e.g. for testing the
regulaterl this can be done via the terMinal in the
test-lode.
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.6.3 CONCLUSIONS ABOUT THE PIO

A program is written in the language Pascal. With the
help of this program the paraMeters for a pid-controller
can be entered.

The prograM checks the input for the right range of the
parameters. If a wrong input is given <e.g. a parameter
out of rangel an errormessage is written.

If all the parameters are entered, they are transferred
to the FSC-system. For the FSC-system a prograM is
written in the 68000 assembler language. This is the
controller. Out of the input of the pid <y<kll, its
output (u(k)) is calculated. As in all loops, this is
continouesly repeated. So the PID-control function is
implemented in the F5C-system.

During normal (control-l operation, the para.eters can
be adjusted. The control loop will continue with the new
parameters.

The results of the controlloop are transferred to the
VDU. The Setpoint, the input-value (measured quantityl
and its Control output can be displayed graphically.

Attention is paid to a quick calculation and an
efficient storage of the parameters in the FSC-systel.

The different. parts of the program are tested and
operate as expected. No time is left to test the
cooperation of all programparts.
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CHAPTER 71 CONCLUSIONS

The designcriterionl for the analog 110 to be used in
the Pepper 1 & Fuchs FSC-syste~ are drafted.

According these criterions the
built. Redundant hardware
hardware. The criterions for
been drafted.

hardware for these 110 is
is added to test this
the related software has

A 4 channel analog input card is developed. The software
specifications for correct scanning of the inputdata and
testing the hardware on the card for faults is written.
This software is related to the hardware.

A test at the normal operation speed hal proven, that
the card operates as expected.

A two channel analog output card is developed. This card
cannot be used in a 2 out of 3 configuration.

The card is tested with the right software at norlal
operation speed. The card also operates as expected.

The software
system has
storing of
one system.

for the control loops which are used in the
been written. Attention is paid to the
the parameters for the use of more pids in
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